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For this year’s 3daysofdesign, The Audo welcomes guests to an enlivened house to discover a 
new collection of fine art and design, a rich program of tours, talks and workshops, as well 
as all-day dining in a cumulative celebration of creative interaction, connection and 
expression.  
 
Community is at the heart of The Audo’s hybrid space and this September, a diverse group 
of creatives come together to showcase new work under one roof, to re-connect with the 
wider community and to inspire one another. On view are fine art pieces by Julie 
Haverkamp, Malene Knudsen and Atelier Plateau. Interior stylist Colin King brings his 
signature New York aesthetic to The Audo with a curated corner in the Concept Store, 
alongside hand selected vintage pieces. The Audo’s Room Takeovers resume this year 
including a DUX and Aiayu installation styled by Pernille Vest, a fine art collaboration 
between St. Leo and painter Rachel Mishael, and collection showcases by Axor, Dedar and 
Kolon. MENU unveils its latest furniture and accessories and presents selected pieces from 
By Lassen, which recently joined the design house. Studio Pneuma also invites guests for 
personal architecture consultations on the 18th, and The Audo’s newest dining concept, 
Kampot Bistro and Salon, offers French-Asian flavours for breakfast, lunch and dinner plus 
evening gatherings.  
 
During the days The Audo places special emphasis on its collaborations with artists. The 
exhibition includes a series of abstract oil paintings titled ‘In-Between Moments’ by 
Amsterdam-based Julie Haverkamp, which were inspired by the recent and universal lack of 
intimacy and travel. Haverkamp explains that making the collection: “Allowed me to dream 
and reflect…I remembered my travels to the old family house in the south of France. The 
Audo reminds me of that place, mostly due to the remarkably bright red colour of the 
facade, and the warm feeling I get when I enter it.” 
 
Alongside Haverkamp’s paintings are handmade vases by Malene Knudsen, a Danish 
architect-turned-ceramicist. Knudsen’s work juxtaposes soft shapes with hard materials in 
sculptural ceramic vessels that recall flowers, shells and animals. The artist explains: “Most 
often I create from emotions and pure intuition. I am driven by natural things, which result in 
raw and organic creations that have their own unique expression and history.” 
 
Atelier Plateau also presents a new limited-edition relief series, ‘Fragments of Figures’, 
which draws inspiration from the thousand-year-old artform with organic shapes, shadow-
play and tactile Marble Paint finishes by St. Leo.  
 



 
About The Audo: 
The Audo is a hybrid space in Copenhagen facilitating and celebrating human interaction 
and connection, as well as artistic expression. As a hotel residence, restaurant, café, concept 
store, material library, creative work and event space, The Audo unites design, work-life, 
hospitality and community in one. Designed by Norm Architects, The Audo is a meeting 
place where the international art and design community can collaborate and experiment. 
The Audo hosts Menu’s headquarters and celebrated design partners including AXOR, Aiayu, 
Bang & Olufsen, Dedar, Dinesen, Durup, DUX, Geberit, Kolon, Kronos Ceramiche, Menu, 
Sahco, St. Leo, Sørensen Leather and Quilts of Denmark. 
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